EXACT Intervision Seminar at the University of Cagliari, 14-15 June 2013

On 14-15 June six EXACT fellows - Vanessa Boas, Andrew Byrne, Niklas Helwig, Nicole Koenig, Marco Siddi and Simon Stross – participated in the EXACT Intervision Seminar at the University of Cagliari, Sardinia. EXACT Visiting Scientist Dr. Geoffrey Edwards (Cambridge University) commented on the work presented by the Fellows. The event was hosted by Dr. Christian Rossi and Dr. Gianluca Borzoni of the University of Cagliari.

The seminar provided an excellent opportunity for the EXACT Fellows to discuss draft chapters of their PhD dissertation and analyse theoretical, methodological and empirical issues. The Faculty of Political Science at Cagliari University offered a stimulating and pleasant work environment. Other members of the academic staff and local PhD students also participated in the seminar proceedings.

[Seminar programme, list of participants and presentations attached]
Cagliari EXACT Workshop June 2013

University of Cagliari
School of Political Science (Viale S. Ignazio, 78)
14-15 June 2013
Friday 14 June

12:30-13:00 Arrival and welcome at the School of Political Science
   Meet and Greet with Dr. Christian Rossi, Dr. Geoffrey Edwards and Dr. Gianluca Borzoni
13:00-14:00 Buffet lunch
14:00-16:00 EXACT Fellows’ presentations
   14:00-15:00 Niklas Helwig
   15:00-16:00 Simon Stross
16:00-16:30 Coffee break
16:30-18:30 EXACT Fellows’ presentations
   16:30-17:30 Andrew Byrne
   17:30-18:30 Vanessa Boas
20:00 Joint dinner at Restaurant ‘Sa Domu Sarda’

Saturday 15 June

9:30 Meeting at the School of Political Science
9:45-11:45 EXACT Fellows’ presentations
   9:45-10:45 Marco Siddi
   10:45-11:45 Nicole Koenig
11:45-12:00 Concluding remarks

Afternoon - Optional programme: Visit to Cagliari’s old town museums (National Archeological Museum, Sardinian/Catalan Art Gallery, Anatomical Wax Museum - all nearby) and, after 18:30, tour of the old town
List of participants

Visiting scientists:

1. Dr. Christian Rossi (University of Cagliari)
2. Prof. Geoffrey Edwards (University of Cambridge)
3. Dr. Gianluca Borzoni (University of Cagliari)

EXACT fellows:

1. Vanessa Boas (University of Cologne)
2. Andrew Byrne (University of Edinburgh)
3. Niklas Helwig (University of Edinburgh)
4. Nicole Koenig (University of Edinburgh)
5. Marco Siddi (University of Edinburgh)
6. Simon Stross (Charles University of Prague)

External participants:

1. Andrea Cesolari (University of Cagliari, PhD student)
2. Emilio Paolo Delogu (University of Cagliari, PhD student)
3. Marco Milani (University of Cagliari, PhD student)
4. Barbara Onnis (University of Cagliari, Researcher and Lecturer)
5. Luca Puddu (University of Cagliari, Post-Doctoral Researcher)
List of presentations

1. Vanessa Boas (University of Cologne)
   “The EU as a norm promoter: analytical framework”
2. Andrew Byrne (University of Edinburgh)
   “US elite discourse on the EU as a security actor”
3. Niklas Helwig (University of Edinburgh)
   “Creating the EEAS: member states losing control”
4. Nicole Koenig (University of Edinburgh)
   “Between conflict management and role conflict: The EU in the Libyan crisis”
5. Marco Siddi (University of Edinburgh)
   “German, Polish and Finnish discourses on Russia: the Nord Stream pipeline and European energy security”
6. Simon Stross (Charles University of Prague)
   “Promoting Policy Coherence for Development? EU policy formulation and the role of governance regimes: methodology”

Assigned commentators:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Commentator 1</th>
<th>Commentator 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Niklas</td>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon</td>
<td>Niklas</td>
<td>Andrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>Marco</td>
<td>Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole</td>
<td>Vanessa</td>
<td>Niklas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa</td>
<td>Marco</td>
<td>Nicole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco</td>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>Vanessa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cagliari PhD Review - Directions

- School of Political Science
  Via Sant'Ignazio da Laconi 78
- Train and bus station
  Piazza Giacomo Matteotti
- Restaurant Sa Domu Sarda
  Via Sassari, 51
- Museums
  Piazza Arsenale 1
- Bus stop Line 8
  Buoncammino (via Belvedere)